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We are more “online” than ever before

Source: Comscore April 2020; eMarketer April 2020

2T 13.6
MINUTES SPENT ONLINE | MARCH DAILY TIME SPENT WITH MEDIA | 2020 PREDICTED

More than 
any other month in history

+19%
     YOY

+15%
     February

An increase of more than an hour since last year -- 
significantly more than increases in the past several years

Levels are expected to stay permanently elevated compared to 
2019, though some attrition is likely

hours per day

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/us-time-spent-with-media-2020?ecid=dfda7bcd4b86471fba0d362c1f4a962e
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 Consumer Thoughts

Globally, ~40% are in the acclimation phase and say they have 
adapted to the restrictions and settled into new routines.

Source: Ipsos COVID-19 tracker, CA, US, AU, BR, FR, CH, IT, ES, IN, JP, MX, RU, ZA, SK, n=16,000 18+, May 21- 24.



 Consumer Thoughts

There are mixed feelings on when to open back up. 

Source: Ipsos weekly C-19 tracker, 16 markets, n=16,000+, conducted from May 21 to 24. Link 

People in BR (71%), IN (69%), 
MX and KR (65%), JP and 
the UK (62%) and the US 
(60%) say we need to wait 
before opening businesses. 

Those in hard hit countries 
like CN (65%) and IT (64%) 
say the risk is minimal if 
people follow new rules as 
the economy needs to get 
moving again.

http://go/june10-newsletter-link2


Recovery will play out locally
Market-by-market policies and consumer mindset will help frame recovery strategies.



Source: Accenture, COVID-19 Consumer Research, US, CA, BR, MX, UK, IT, FR, DE, ES, AU, IN, JP, 
KR, CN, UAE, April 2–6. Link 

80% of consumers feel 
more/as connected to their 

communities; 
88% expect these 

connections to stay 

Consumer Thoughts

http://go/may20-newsletter-link2


Source: Kantar, COVID-19 Barometer Global Report, Wave 1-4, 17 markets spanning all regions, March 14 
- April 27 2020. Link 

 Consumer Thoughts

Over 50% of the general 
population says they’re 

paying more attention to 
prices, which continues to 
increase week-over-week.

 

http://go/june3-newsletter-link1


Financial hardships may cause entertainment seekers to rethink 
how much they spend on leisure products and activities.

Source: The Harris Poll; April 2020

67% 
Of Americans say they plan to spend the 

same or more on Movies and TV after the 
pandemic.

 

18-34
Year olds plan to increase Movie/TV 

spending the most among all age groups 
(30%)



“Return to Live” 
  Considerations



COVID will undoubtedly accelerate our digital future
Companies with pure or well-developed digital strategies will thrive. Those who do not may not 
survive.

Though some industries are more natural fits for the home environment than others, M&E has embraced tech to bridge the gap 

LIVE EVENTS
Live-streaming has 
enabled a proxy for 

in-person 
experiences of all 

kinds

THEATRICAL
PVOD is the trend to 

watch, with 
family-friendly hits 
like Trolls disrupting 
traditional windows

PUBLISHING
Digital components 

are even more critical, 
so brands that can do 

it well are thriving

STREAMING
An inherently digital 

industry, streaming is 
seeing an explosion in 

watchtime

GAMING
Gaming is leading the 
way by recruiting new 

audiences and 
experimenting with 

new content

PAY TV
While watchtime of 
news is surging, big 
broadcast networks 

are porting resources 
to next-gen AVODs
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75K
Paid viewers from 
the first of four 
digital concerts

SM Entertainment and Naver teamed up to launch a Beyond Live 
concert streaming service, with a renown KPop band -  SuperM - 
that took place on a Sunday at 3PM in South Korea. It was 
launched as an alternative to live events in the face of COVID-19 
and had huge success from a paid viewer standpoint. They drove 
75K paid viewers from 109 countries earning upwards of $2M. The 
average ticket price was $30USD, with higher end merchandising 
packages offered.   

$2M
Earned in USD $ from 
virtual ticketing 

Why is this important?

New Box Office 
75K paid viewers for SuperM digital concert
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Proprietary + ConfidentialNew Distribution Model 
Trolls World Tour On-Demand 

$100M
Concurrent viewers of 
first performance on 
Fortnite alone*

For the first time ever, Universal released a film directly to the 
public to play on demand marking a fundamental shift away from 
the movie theater distribution model.In the first three weeks of 
the digital release, Trolls: World Tour made more money for 
Universal Pictures than the original did in 5 months in theaters. 
AMC in response, pledged to no longer show Universal films in 
their theaters.  

5M
Performances in PDT, 
EDT, GMT, AEST

Why is this important?
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Proprietary + ConfidentialNew/Old Distribution Model 
Drive In Concerts / Geo-Fenced Paid Live Streams, Donations vs “Admission” Price, 

$128M raised



To a degree, eSports has helped to fill the void 
left by live sports

"Traditional sports fans want to consume content that is 
similar to what they know… they will have no problems 

following games that simulate stuff like the NBA" 

+26% 
growth in NBA2K20 

searches (MoM)



However, we’re observing signs of an inevitable 
post-pandemic slow-down in gaming and streaming activity

24%
say they will play less video games after the 

pandemic than they did before the pandemic, 

ranking the highest compared to common 

activities seeing a boost during the pandemic

Which of these activities do you plan to do less of 
after the pandemic vs. pre-pandemic?



Initial Broad, Bipartisan Support for Live Events Closures...



Politics At Play



Politics At Play



We’ve seen signs of pent-up demand for live events

Source: The Harris Poll; Survey conducted May 1-3, 2020

PERCENT OF AMERICANS WHO 
MISS ATTENDING EVENTS LIKE CONCERTS, THEATRE, AND 

SPORTING EVENTS VS. OTHER ACTIVITIES
NOTABLE DEMOS OVER-INDEXING IN THEIR RESPONSE 
TO MISSING ATTENDING LIVE EVENTS

Males | 58%
A18-34 | 57%

A35-49 | 60%
Income $75k | 59%



...but Casual Fans remain cautious 



Screengrab chart example

Source: Google Trends (as of March 18, 2020)



Consumers expect changes - some drastic, others 
relatively minor. 

Source:Situation / ERM Research May 13,  2020



Consumers expect changes - some drastic, others 
relatively minor. 

Source:Situation / ERM Research May 13,  2020



Key signals to which we’re paying 
close attention.



Would You attend any live events (shows, concerts, 
sporting events, etc.) that happen in the next 2 weeks?



1/3
“Undecided”



What type of event (in the next 3 months)...

Source: Google Consumer Survey, fielded 3/15-6/3



...Sports Sponsorship being impacted as well

-37% 
YoY

“...The sports properties that use this period 
to invest in their sponsorship propositions, 
moving away in particular from 
analogue-led logo exposure to 
digitally-driven, tangible audience 
engagement, will be those that thrive most 
post-Covid-19.”





Regional Activations Rolling Out
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Source:  Google Internal Data

Where: Global/US search trends can signal which markets 
are poised for relatively accelerated recovery

NFL Ticketing Search Query Trends by DMA 
(4/13/20 - 4/19/20)

● Of the 30 NFL markets in the U.S., Tampa and Las 
Vegas are exhibiting the highest relative search 
interest in NFL tickets.  

● On the other hand, New York, San Francisco, Miami 
and Washington DC are among the markets with 
the lowest relative search interest in NFL tickets.

● Non-NFL markets are generally over-indexing, 
suggesting pent-up demand in these markets.



College Football seeing smallest relative decline in 
demand



NFL Snapshot

Schedule Release



...some ticketing events/activities still drive demand Screengrab chart example

Source: Google Trends (as of March 18, 2020)



...some ticketing events/activities still drive demand Screengrab chart example

Source: Google Trends (as of March 18, 2020)



Secondary Markets Respond to Changing Behaviors



OK… so what now?
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Recession:
widespread bankruptcies; 

banking crisis

Partially offset 
damage: avoiding 

banking crisis; muted 
recovery

Strong policy prevents 
structural damage; fast 

recovery
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POLICY/ECONOMY RESPONSE

Multiple scenarios for recovery
Example: McKinsey Scenarios for Economic Recovery 1

Source: 1. Safeguarding our lives and our livelihoods: The imperative of our time, McKinsey & Company, 2. Trading Economics: China Manufacturing PMI, Services PMI, 3. COVID-19 Situation in South East Asia, WHO

Ticketing/Live Events:  
B2 (pessimistic) or A2 (optimistic) 

Scenarios most likely

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/safeguarding-our-lives-and-our-livelihoods-the-imperative-of-our-time
https://tradingeconomics.com/china/manufacturing-pmi
https://tradingeconomics.com/china/services-pmi
https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/56d2642cb379485ebf78371e744b8c6a


Proprietary + ConfidentialShort Term Opportunity:
Lean Into Merchandising and Fundraising to Generate Cash Flow
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Invest Now in Content, 
bulk up Earned and Owned Media Opportunities

Sports Teams’ YouTube 
Subscribers are

4x 
more likely to purchase 

tickets to event

CTR

+76%

YouTube viewer remarketing lists 
have proven to be successful in 
driving efficient subscriptions 

compared to the average

Conv. Rate

+12%
Cost / Conv.

-13%
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Mike Lorenc     /     mlorenc@google.com      /     Twitter: @mlorenc

mailto:mlorenc@google.com

